
Oil

Yesterday was a bumpy ride for Brent front month price as it initially rose more than 3 USD/bbl only to switch direction and move below 
the 84 USD/bbl mark. China is raising import levels as they are buying Crude from the US as the US is depleting their Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve which is set to stop soon. All the while OPEC+ has a meeting next week where it is expected to lower supply to stop the bleed-
ing oil prices, but the current economic outlook pulls further down.

Gas

Despite being low, Russian flows to Europa lately maintained to be steady. To offset lost volumes, Germany is reported to receive a 
first LNG delivery via utility RWE in December. Storage levels are mainly further on the upside across Europe. These factors seemingly 
manage to ease supply concerns ahead of the coming winter and sent European gas prices lower yesterday. The Dutch TTF front month 
settled the session at 173,834 EUR/MWh, 11,661 EUR/MWh below Friday’s settlement. News, that leakages were found at Nord Stream 
1, is likely supporting to the upside today, as a restart becomes even more uncertain now.

Coal

Current ample supply seems to outweigh demand a bit at the moment, which weighed on the European coal market yesterday. The API2 
front month was temporarily seen at 280,00 USD/t compared to Friday’s settlement of 297,00 USD/t, but managed to finish the session 
at 294,60 USD/t. The balance for Europe is still deemed tight, though. With gas likely to gain again today, we might see European coal 
contracts to follow suit.

Carbon

Following Friday’s losses, the carbon market staged a turn around yesterday, with the Dec ‘22 benchmark contract being traded in a 
rather wide range. After hitting 64,10 EUR/t  early in the session, the contract climbed to its day high at 71,95 EUR/t, before settling 
at 70,33 EUR/t (+4,56 EUR/t on the day). Concerns about recession and uncertainty around the European Parliament’s environment 
committee’s position on interventions still linger, though. This morning, the benchmark contract is pulled lower to the range around 69 
EUR/t.

Hydro
The outlook in Scandinavia continues to be dominated by low pressures for the next week. Afterwards high pressures appear in the North wiping 
away low pressures that is coming in from the West. The low pressures are keeping chances high of more precipitation. Regardless, EC12 adjusted 
this morning shows 3 TWh drier and 0,4 colder scenario than yesterday for the next two weeks.

Germany

Yesterday, the German power market was mainly seen lower compared to Friday. Initial losses in the emissions market helped this move, 
while the turn around didn’t allow further downside. Still, weaker gas prices weighed on the power market. The front month contract 
set its last trade at 324,00 EUR/MWh vs. 338,00 EUR/MWh Friday. The front year at 477,00 EUR/MWh ended the session 13 EUR/MWh 
lower than Friday’s closing trade. We expect the German power market to be pushed higher by the gas complex once more.

Equities
Promises of more interest rate hikes to come deepens the bearish mood. The Sterling fell to its lowest level as the UK parliament 
announced that tax cuts are not over yet, all the while promising lower inflation levels. Overnight a rare lift in Asian markets which might 
soften the blow on the European Stock markets as well.

Conclusion
The Nordic market opened down on bearish forecasts as well as plunging German power prices. As the outlook turned drier the market 
slowly climbed back. The Q4-22 contract closed at a technical barrier of EUR 170/MWh and it seems prepared to go in either direction 
depending on which news weighs highest. The Cal-23 closed at EUR 168/MWh. With a drier and colder outlook we expect rising prices.
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Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS

25-sep 276,50 276,50 187,90 187,90 187,90 292,63 131,22 October 316,90 309,95 197,00 310,50 205,00 315,00 183,00

26-sep 245,93 245,93 118,63 118,63 188,54 248,91 76,42 Q4-22 435,00 421,00 288,00 410,50 322,00 420,00 270,00

27-sep 310,21 310,21 47,89 47,89 135,37 296,49 102,98 2023 395,18 394,80 184,05 342,05 186,05 250,63 169,05
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